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Assignment One
The purpose of this �rst assignment is to introduce you to some simple UNIX commands and to get you to
practice using your UNIX account. It should not take long to do this. Everything that you need to know is
contained in Lectures 1, 2, and 3 or in this document.

Background

When you type a command in UNIX, by default it displays its output on the screen, which is called the
terminal window . For example, if I enter the date command, it will display today's date and time in my
terminal window:

$ date

Sun Sep 3 19:10:52 EDT 2017

To be more accurate, commands send their output to what is called the standard output stream , which
is by default the terminal window. However, in UNIX, you can change where the standard output goes
by redirecting it. For example, you can send the output of a command to a �le or send it to another
command, which can use it as its input. To redirect the output of a command into a new �le, you use the
output-redirection operator , �>�, followed by the �le's name. This is the greater-than symbol found on
the keyboard above the period. For example, suppose that there is no �le currently named erdos in the
directory /tmp. If I type the command

$ echo �A mathematician is a device for turning coffee into theorems.� > /tmp/erdos

then a �le named erdos will be created in the directory /tmp and it will contain the sentence

A mathematician is a device for turning coffee into theorems.

The double-quotes surrounding the sentence given to the echo command are not written to the �le, but they
should be used to enclose the text that to send to the �le. The dollar sign �$� is not typed; it is just the
bash prompt character.

In general, if you type any command followed by �> filename � where filename is the name of a new �le,
filename will be created and will contain the output of that command. So

$ who > current_users

will create a �le named current_users containing information about who is currently logged on to the
computer. If you try to send the output to a �le that already exists, it will not overwrite it. It will instead
issue an error message. For example, if I type the two commands

$ who > current_users

$ who > current_users

-bash: current_users: cannot overwrite existing file
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then the second who command prints the error message that you see above on your terminal. If you want
to add something to the end of a �le that already exists, then you need to use the append-redirection

operator, �>�>�, (two greater-than symbols with no space in between). For example, I can issue the following
three commands to the same �le and the last two of them append their output one after the other:

$ echo �The time is now� > current_users

$ date >�> current_users

$ who >�> current_users

which, assuming current_users did not exist before, writes the phrase �The time is now� on the �rst line,
the date on the second line, and appends the output of who to the remaining lines as needed. (By the way,
if you want the date to appear on the same line as �The time is now�, then you can read the man page for
the echo command to discover what option to give it to suppress its printing a new line.)

Removing Files and Directories

If you make a mistake and need to delete a �le or a directory, this is what you need to know:

To delete a �le named foo, type

rm foo

This comand might ask you if you are sure you want to delete it. Answer 'y' for yes or 'n' for no.

To delete a non-empty directory named dir, type

rmdir dir

If dir is not empty, it will not delete it. You must empty it �rst. To delete a directory and all of its contents,
you can type

rm -r dir

but it is risky business, so use with caution!

For example, if you decided you want to replace the contents of the �le current_users, then just delete the
�le and try again:

$ rm current_users

rm: remove regular file `current_users'? y

$ date > current_users

$ who >�> current_users

Your Tasks

1. Login to your account on the server. You will be in your home directory when you login. 
2. Create a directory named comp190 and inside this directory make another directory named 
accountName_assign1 using the mkdir command. Read the man page for how to use the mkdir command if 
you need help.  In lieu of accountName you should use your actual account name.    
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3. There is a command in Unix that displays a calendar. It is named cal. The cal command can display
the current month, or three months, or the whole year, as well as many other possibilities . Read the man page for it, and 
figure out how to display 10 months starting with the current month. Then use the cal command with the appropriate 
options and use I/O redirection to create a file in the assign1 directory named 2018_academic_calendar that 
contains the calendar for period from September 2018 through June 2019.

4. Type the date command and redirect its output into a file in the assign1 directory named part2.

5. The directory /home/barr/Student/comp190/Resources/assign1 contains a file named
academic_cal_2018.   Copy this file to your assign1 directory.

6. Now use the cat command to append the contents of these three files into a new file named myCal in your assign1 
directory.  The date should be at the top of the file, followed by the academic calendar followed by the result of the cal 
command.

7. For people who have taken Comp 210 only:  Google how to use the cron program (it's a scheduling program), then 
create a crontab that posts a message to your terminal 15 minutes before one of your classes every day that the class occurs. 
Don't worry about when the class ends or holidays.  For example, if a class meets at 2:00pm MWF, every MWF you should 
get a message at 1:45.  Use cron and the echo command.    Put a copy of your crontab into the assign1 directory 

Grading  Rubric

This homework is graded on a 100 point scale. Each of steps 2 through 6 is worth 20% of the grade.

Submitting the  Homework

This assignment is due by the end of the day (i.e. 11:59PM, EST) on Thursday, September 6. You will submit it by 
putting it into a particular directory in our file system. In particular, there is a directory 0n the server whose full path 
name is /users/barr/Student/comp190/Turnin/assign1. To submit your project, you must follow the 
instructions below exactly!

To be precise:

1. Login using ssh to cs-ithaca.eastus.cloudapp.azure.com with your valid username and password.

2. Change to the comp190 directory that you created in the assignment and then type ls and verify that the
directory assign1 is there . If you do not see it, then you must recreate it.

3. Run the command

zip -r accountName_assign1.zip accountName_assign1

This will create the file accountName_assign1.zip. The zip command is a special command that 
compresses the ˝les in the directory and creates a new ˝le that can later be extracted by the unzip command. 
So it will create a zip file named accountName_assign1.zip containing your assign1 directory and the files it 
contains.

4. Copy the zip file to the Turnin directory.  There is a directory in my (barr) account that will be used to turn
in assignments.  You must copy your zip file to this directory.  If you are in your comp190 directory, use this
command:

cp accountName_assign1.zip /users/barr/Student/comp190/Turnin/assign1
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That is all you have to do in this assignment. It should not be hard. The objective is to get you thinking and working. There 
should be four files inside your assign1 directory. Make sure you name your files exactly as I specified above.
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Do exactly this. Do not mistype it. The command will create a copy of the file 
accountName_assign1.zip in the directory /users/barr/Student/comp190/Turnin/
assign1   

Note that you can copy your file to this directory but you will not be able to use the ls command to see the 
contents of this directory.  This is because permissions for the directory are set such that no one may see or 
copy from the directory.  If you decide to make any changes  and resubmit,  just run the command again and it 
will replace the old file with the new one.




